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Mark Your Calendars
•

28 Oct – Clinician’s Group
meeting, 0800 breakfast, 0900
meeting. For details, contact
Barbara
Morita
at
moritaiko@comcast.net.

•

01 - 30 Nov – NDMS On-call
month.

•

13 Nov – Operations Section
meeting meeting, 1830 hours
at Terry’s house in Walnut
Creek. For details, contact
Terry
Holbrook
at
operations@dmatca6.org.

•

02 Dec – Holiday Party!
Hosted this year at Brian
Blaisch’s
(our
Deputy
Commander and Medical
Director) house in Oakland.
Pot-luck, starting at 1500
hours. Details will be in the
next newsletter.

•

20 Jan ‘07 – Team meeting,
1000 – 1500 hrs, Menlo Park
Operations Center. Prospective
Member Orientation 0900 –
1000 hrs.

Commander’s Corner
By David Lipin, Commander
Welcome, everyone, to the October
’06 issue of our newsletter.
For all of our NDMS members out
there, please note that November is
an on-call month for us. It’s time to
give your employer and family a
“heads up”, pack your gear
(including your cold weather
stuff!), and pay attention to the
news and weather reports. Peek in
on the website’s Hot News once a
day; it’ll direct you to more
information if there’s anything
happening.
For you non-NDMS members, you
can still help deploy the federal
team. All hands welcome!

Next month’s newsletter will come
out at the end of the month, just
before our holiday party.
In the meantime, everyone please
have a fun and safe Halloween and
Thanksgiving!
Distinguished Member of the Year
It’s time again to vote for our
team’s Distinguished Member of
the Year – the person that you feel
best
personifies
the
spirit,
commitment and mission of the
team.
The elected member receives a
Distinguished Member ball cap,
their name on the plaque at the
operations center, and (hopefully)
an all-expenses-paid trip to next
year’s NDMS Conference in
Nashville. (I say “hopefully”
because it’s not clear whether we’ll
be permitted to fund this person
this year; if not, I’m sure we can
find another appropriate way to say
“thanks”!).
The rules are simple:
Only team members are eligible
(duh!)
The
following
previous
Distinguished Members are not
eligible:
•

2005 – Brian Buckhout

•

2004 – Terry Holbrook

•

2003 – Bill Bush

•

2002 – Bonnie Atencio

•

2001 – Steve La Plante

•

2000 – Walt Sanders

•

1999 – Barb Center

•

1998 – Dave Lipin

• 1997 – Don Cheu
E-mail your vote to Bonnie Atencio
(administration@dmatca6.org) by
the end of the year.
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2007 Dues
Dues for the SFBAY DMAT (nonprofit) 2007 calendar year are due
by the end of this year to avoid a
late fee. See the form attached to
this newsletter.
Something new for this year – pay
with your Visa or MasterCard! Just
fill in the form and fax it back to
us. Couldn’t be easier!
Tiki Party
Bill and Annie are hosting a Tiki
party at their house on Nov 18th.
(They just got back from a month
in Hawaii and are already
homesick!). 3 p.m. til whenever.
Bill says “We’ll be doing limbo
and aloha bowling for mai tais”.
Aloha-wear required! Contact Bill
at
logistics@dmatca6.org
for
directions, etc.
CoCo Pre-Hospital Care Position
Our sponsor, Contra Costa County
EMS Agency, has open positions
for a Pre-Hospital Care Coordinator
and an administrative assistant. If
you’re interested or know someone
who is, click here to go to the
county’s hr/hiring website, click on
Jobs, select Health Services, click
Go, and scroll to the Pre-hospital
Care
Coordinator
position
description.

NDMS News
By David Lipin, Commander
New Fiscal Year
The new federal fiscal year began
October 1st. Each year, Congress

appropriates money for the
Department and the President signs
the appropriations bill; then the
funds get allocated to the
Department, which in turn allocates
the funds within the Department
according to its budget. Once
FEMA gets their funds, they
allocate the funds for NDMS.
This whole “trickle down” effect
can take quite some time. Until it is
complete, NDMS operates in
“continuing resolution” mode,
which basically means “spend only
what’s critical to keep the system
running”. Last year, this lasted
through February ’06.
This year, Congress was reasonably
timely in appropriating funds so the
allocation process is already well
underway. But we’re still operating
in “continuing resolution” mode,
which means that we’re performing
only critical upkeep tasks.
What does this mean for the
average team member? Pretty
simple: if you have critical tasks to
do to keep your section operational,
then notify your Section Chief
about a week before the end of
each month; provide a description
of the tasks and an estimate of the
hours. The Section Chiefs will
consolidate this info and pass it up;
we’ll consolidate everything and
submit a request to NDMS for
approval. If approved, you’ll be
notified early in the month; then
you can do the work.
Transition to HHS
The transition back to the
Department of Health and Human
Services is underway, but will take
some time to complete. And this
work
is
very
complicated:
transferring all of the personnel
records (and databases), moving to
new
payroll
and
travel
reimbursement
systems,
transitioning to a new procurement
system, figuring out how logistics
and resupply will work, etc.
They’re working hard at all of this,
but we shouldn’t expect it to be
completely seamless. There will
surely be glitches, work for us to

do, and problems to resolve. But
for now, we should just be patient
and let the transition team do their
work.
Transition Applicant Processing
One problematic area that we’ll
need to deal with is new applicants.
As you know, it takes many months
for a new application to work its
way through the federal system,
stopping at lots of desks in many
departments along the way. For the
time being, applications are still
being processed. But at some point,
it won’t make sense for FEMA to
continue to process applications
because
the
applicants
are
eventually supposed to become
DHHS employees rather than DHS
employees.
So NDMS has decided to stop
processing
new
applications
effective Nov 1st. This means that if
your application is not complete
and you want us to submit it before
the deadline, then you need to
move fast. (We’ll send in one last
packet of applications, if any, on
October 27th. Applications that are
in the system effective Nov 1st
(including those that are already in
the system) will continue to be
processed as usual for a few more
weeks, and those not finished by
mid-December will be put on hold
pending
completion
of
the
transition.

it made sense to fill them out at
home.
To find and print out the forms, go
to the Members area of the team
website. In the box at the top of the
screen are many sites to click on.
The deployment forms are under
Reference. Click on Reference. The
Reference page will pop up. The
first group of forms, labeled
“Deployment” is near the top of the
page and below the content bar.
These are the forms to print out:
•

Emergency Contact Form

•

Immunization
Affirmation

Status

•

Medical
Questionnaire

Screening

•

Dangerous Goods Agreement

• Affidavit of Physical Fitness
They can’t be filled out on line.
Once I have printed the forms, I fill
in all but the Dangerous Goods
Agreement. Do not date or sign any
of the forms. This should be done
at the operations center, so that the
date is current. I then put the forms
in a large, brown manila envelope
and place the envelope with my
daypack. I put it on top, so it is
visible and stays neat.
I have used this method for the last
3 years and it has helped me lessen
the stress and streamline the
mobilization process. I hope it
works for you.

Preparing to Deploy
By Le Nai Dohr, RN
When the phone rings and it’s that
metallic voice saying it’s “the
DMAT
CA-6
automated
notification system” calling, will
you be ready to go? There are
many things you can do to lessen
the last-minute rush and the hectic
pace at the operations center. When
I get ready for the on-call month, I
notify my employer and family,
pack my gear and fill out my
paperwork. I found that most of the
information that I needed for the
deployment forms was at home. So

CalMATs Announced
State Officials Announce $2.4
Million in Grants to Create
California Emergency Medical
Assistance Teams and Provide
Personal Protective Equipment to
First Responders
Sacramento, 17 Oct 2006 - Today,
the California Office of Homeland

Security and the California
Department of Health Services
announced the award of $2.4
million in grants to the Emergency
Medical Services Authority to
create three California Medical
Assistance Teams (CalMAT) to
respond to statewide medical needs
in the event of an emergency as
well as provide personal protective
equipment. CalMATs, modeled on
the seven federal Disaster Medical
Assistance Teams (DMAT) based
in California, will better prepare
California to respond to critical
medical needs in time of disaster.
The CalMATs will be administered
by the Emergency Medical
Services Authority (EMSA), a
department within the California
Health and Human Services
Agency (CHHS), and would be
activated as part of the mutual aid
response in coordination with the
Governor's Office of Emergency
Services. Three teams will be
located throughout the state in the
northern, southern and central
regions of California. Each team
will be comprised of 120 members
and include medical professionals
such as physicians, nurses,
paramedics, and pharmacists and
support members such as persons
with skills in communications,
logistics, planning and finance.
While the federal DMATs are
deployed by Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) to
address federal disasters, the
CalMATs will be a California
resource to be deployed at the
governor’s discretion.
“This grant is an example of how
state agencies work together to
address critical homeland security
and disaster preparedness needs in
a coordinated way,” said Matthew
Bettenhausen, Director of the
California Office of Homeland
Security. “We are leveraging the
use of federal homeland security
and Health and Human Services
funds to provide California with a
medical assistance capability that
can be deployed not only in the
event of a terrorist incident but for

natural disasters as well. FEMA
deployed California’s DMATs to
the Gulf Coast in response to
Katrina because our emergency
response units are some of the best
in the country and we need to
expand that capability to have these
resources at our disposal.”
“The creation of medical assistance
teams specific to and located in
California is an integral component
of Governor Schwarzenegger’s
emergency
preparedness
and
response initiative,” said Kim
Belshé the secretary for the Health
and Human Services Agency. “This
year’s budget provides more than
$200 million to strengthen the
state’s ability to respond to the
considerable
health
demands
created by natural or man-made
disasters.”
“California receives approximately
$39 million annually from the
National Bioterrorism Hospital
Preparedness Program to enhance
the ability of hospitals and health
care systems to prepare for and
respond to bioterrorism and other
public health emergencies,” said
Sandra Shewry, director of the
Department of Health Services.
“Specifically, the funds awarded
today will be used to establish the
new teams and purchase necessary
medical supplies and equipment,
such as decontamination tents,
personal protective equipment and
other medical tools will be used to
provide treatment during disaster
response.”
California has over 37 million
residents and a potential for natural
and man-made disasters that could
quickly overwhelm local and
regional
medical
resources,
necessitating rapid assistance from
the state. Federal teams are
deployed at the discretion of the
Federal Government’s National
Disaster Medical System, may be
committed to an event elsewhere,
and may take several days to arrive
but there are currently no statecontrolled teams in California to
respond to a catastrophic disaster.
These teams are designed to

respond within California to
support the state medical system.
“CalMATs and personal protective
equipment
are
part
of
a
comprehensive
strategy
to
strengthen the state medical mutual
aid system,” said Dr. Cesar
Aristeiguieta, EMSA director.
“California will soon have a robust
and unprecedented capacity to
respond to all medical disasters.”
Similar to DMATs, CalMATs will
respond to catastrophic disasters
and can operate in the field or
augment or replace medical facility
staff. The teams will assemble in a
manner that is responsive to the
medical need as a result of the
disaster.

Operations Update
By Terry Holbrook, Operations
Section Chief
I hate to keep bragging on this
section, but it is what it is, which is
such a hard working group, and
they are keeping up with so many
tasks…..I’m impressed and ever
grateful!
So, what would those be, you ask?
Well, let me bring you up to date.
The respiratory team, under Leanne
Andrews, and including new
transfer member Alan Roth, tells
me that that 80% of “active”
members have turned in their
respiratory questionnaires. This
task has been requested repeatedly,
so if you are in the missing 20%,
we are eager to get your forms and
have them reviewed by our
Medical Director to ensure your
deployability and your safety when
deployed.
Bobbie Johnson tells us that 56% of
our “active” team members are
complete in their immunization
status. 33% of active team
members are incomplete, and a

whopping 11% (? Mostly new
members, possibly) who are on the
roster have apparently not started
their immunization compliance
trek. Hmmmmmmmmm. Could be
better, I’m thinking. What do you
think? The Federal Occupational
Health nurse will be at the January
meeting, and it would seem that
would be about the easiest way to
get this taken care of, not to
mention the cheapest. She will also
bring flu shots…so bring your
yellow card, and let’s work on
getting this more appropriately upto-date. She writes: “Everyone.
please get your flu shot, record it
on the yellow immunization form
(PHS 731) and fax a copy to the
DMAT CA-6 office: 650-412-1815
or send a copy to: Immunization
Coordinator, DMAT CA-6, 1376
Willow Rd., Menlo Park CA
94025. It is VERY important to get
and keep up to date on
immunizations that are required for
DMAT and any deployment.”
Le Nai Dohr, queen of our
section’s policies and procedures,
is working on a plethora of tasks.
First, see her article (in cooperation
with the Plans Section) on precompletion of the required forms
for deployment…what a great idea.
She is working with Bonnie
Atencio on a card to go with your
badge
indicating
pertinent
important medical information,
should it be needed in an
emergency situation. She submits
the following: “As Medical
Screening Coordinator, one of my
evil tasks is to create and submit
physical/medical fitness standards
for team members; this includes
membership standards, general
deployment standards, and missionspecific deployment standards.
While I would like to include
frequent intake of margaritas, naps
3 times a day, minimum daily
requirement of chocolate and
elevators at all sites to the policy,
this is not to be. In progress are
those standards, which the Medical
Director will evaluate (via the
Clinician’s
Group),
suggest

additions/changes and then return
to me for the updated draft. Also in
progress is the annual clearance by
your PCP for team membership.
More skill check offs are being
added to the list of skills for which
we
need
to
demonstrate
competency. Furthermore, my
group is standardizing all the Ops
skills training modules, to facilitate
ease and peace on training days. In
closing, I still prefer my standards
for deployment.”
Under the Clinician’s Group
headed by Barbara Morita, there
are lots of things happening:
Aileen Hayes is working with
Andreas Fischer to complete the
nursing guidelines for when the Dr.
is not present; they have completed
the nine that the Clinician’s Group
indicated
were
optimal
for
immediate treatment. They will be
ready to include in the cache in the
next couple of weeks.
The chart audit has been
completed, and results will be
discussed at the next Clinician’s
Group meeting. It has become
apparent that the triage forms are
not being completed appropriately,
so we will discuss this.
The case conference portion of the
Clinician’s Group meeting was a
huge hit, so many thanks to Vivian
Reyes for her work on that.
At the last meeting we did schedule
the Operations Section Meetings
for the next year, which are March
14, June 13th and September 12th.
The fourth one may be in
combination with the Clinician’s
Group meeting, to save everyone
an excess of meetings in and about
the holiday season. We encourage
you to join us and help with the
work of this section. We would
enjoy your company and appreciate
your input!

Plans Briefing
By Kathy Burgardt, Plans Section
Chief
The Plans Section has completed
the new and improved Mobilization
Manual, thanks to help from Dan
Guerra and Cheryl Tomlinson. We
also have a new and improved
manual calldown procedure thanks
to Aileen Hayes. The manual
calldown will be used if the
automated procedure has a
problem.
When you receive a call for
DMAT activation, please be sure to
go to our website and indicate that
you have received the call even if
you are not available to deploy. At
that time, please indicate your
availability for Home Team. Home
Team responsibilities begin during
Mobilization and continue through
Demobilization, so please always
indicate your availability for Home
Team when we are activated.
New team members! We are
always looking for a few good
planners. Give us an email at
plans@dmatca6.org.

Training News
By Sam Bradley, Training Officer
Winter Exercise Coming Up
In the past most of our local
exercises revolved around heat and
wildland fires. This year we’re
going to visit (literally) the other
extreme – cold. As a DMAT we
could be thrown into any
environment and need to appreciate
how
to
function
in
all
environments. I would love to hear

your ideas on subjects specific to
the cold, whether you like to teach
any of the sessions and/or, would
you like to be involved with
helping to create the exercise. Email me at training@dmatca6.org.

What Would
MacGyver Do?
By Ron Lopez, RN
AUTHOR’S COMMENT: This
column is about patient care made
easier through the innovative use of
non-traditional
methods
and
materials. The other name for this
is Medical MacGyverism. You will
find
many
MacGyverisms
throughout the administrative,
logistical, and clinical functions
that keep CA-6 going. So with that
in mind, if any of you have ideas,
gadgets, methods, or comments that
would positively contribute to this
column, feel free to send 'em my
way. You can reach me at
ron@disasterhit.com. Now on to
our tip for the month:
They go by several different names
and come in several different
varieties - curved Kelly; straight
Kelly, needle pushers, toothed or
smooth Adsons, etc. And I’m sure
all the O.R. people will try to
correct me with the actual names of
the actual instruments, but alas, we
need not concern ourselves with
details like that. Suffice it to say
that keeping a pair of small (12 cm
or less) and/or medium (12-20 cm)
medical clamps will pay benefits
on a DMAT mission. Like my good
friend Major Buckhout reminds
me, if it doesn’t serve at least a
couple different purposes, it
probably isn’t worth the weight in
your gear.
So here’s the list:

fabric edges at the end of the
zipper run on your pants or
jumpsuit.

Obvious
•

Clamping IV tubing (duh!).
But if you have smooth
clamps, they work better than
the toothed-type.

•

Turning stuck stopcocks in IV
or medical pressure monitor
tubing setups.

•

Clamping chest tubes or
popped endotracheal tube
cuffs.

•

Holding a roll of tape on your
uniform.

•

Clamping arterial “bleeders” in
an austere, field environment.

•

Driving needles into patient’s
skin and pulling it out the other
side, a.k.a. suturing.

•

Enlarging the lumen of various
types of tubing - for example,
oxygen or surgical drain tubing
- when you need to join tubing
lengths end-to-end. You put
the apex of the closed clamp
into the lumen of the tube, and
open the clamps forcefully to
stretch the lumen enough to
slip in the adjoining tubing.
The
resultant
connection
should be taped. And yes, I
know some of you are
thinking, “Why would you
ever join drain tubing lengths
end-to-end and then actually
use it?” If you’re thinking that,
it’s because you never had to
repair a Jackson-Pratt drain
that’s had its tubing caught and
ruptured in a CT scanner table
while the patient was still in
the gantry and actively
bleeding inside their head.

•

Closing plastic bags that have
zip lock-type seams that have
failed.

•

Heating the tips (keep an open
container of water to cool the
handles of you’ve got a lot of
this work to do; a GI canteen
cup works great for this), and
using the closed jaws to punch
and enlarge holes in nylon
weave fabric for field repairs
of things like rain covers, gear
bags, belts, and straps. Note
that if you heat and cool
clamps made of surgical
stainless steel, they will
eventually
become
quite
brittle. I have one set of clamps
that I use just for this purpose
because they can crack at any
time.

Not So Obvious
•

Use the triangle that is formed
between the apex of the closed
clamps and the cross-bar to
secure groups of wires and/or
tubing on a patient with a
bunch
of
monitoring
equipment during transport.
This helps minimize the
seemingly
inevitable
“spaghetti tangle” that always
appears at the end of a
transport of a patient with a lot
of lines.

•

Clipping IV bags to your collar
when
loading/offloading
patients to/from vehicles or
aircraft. Put the apex of the
clamps through the hole in the
plastic IV bag and clamp onto
your clothing using toothed
clamps, or – if you encounter
the misfortune of having to
deal with glass IV bottles in a
transport scenario (it happens)
– put the hangar wire through
the triangular space created by
the apex of the closed clamps
and the cross-bar.

•

Clamping
ponchos
onto
parachute cord to make a
temporary patient (or potty)
curtain.

•

Finding the buried stub of a
broken zipper when it’s
thoroughly wedged under

•

Using them as a chip clip in
your lunch box.
Well, that’s it until next time. And
if you’ve got other uses for medical
clamps – that aren’t related to
unapproved
pharmacological
interventions – then feel free to
send ‘em my way.

Vaya con Dios.
Ron

Safety First
Mass Sociogenic Illness
By Walt Sanders, Safety Officer
The call comes in: possible gas leak
at a high school, two teachers and
about 15 students presenting with
nausea, vomiting, headache and
difficulty breathing. The hazmat
team is on the scene, and 12 more
students and another teacher start
exhibiting symptoms.
As more and more people start
getting sick, the media shows up.
Rumors are starting about chemical
warfare and terrorist attack. Or
there’s something terribly wrong
with the building that the
administration has refused to do
anything about. And more females
than males are getting sick.
Except, in the back of the school
building, a group of students in the
auto shop are working away,
perfectly well and oblivious to the
chaos in the rest of the school. This
is the major clue that there is not, in
fact, a gas leak; and, that there isn’t
even a physical cause for the illness
striking the school.
The incident described happened in
Tennessee in 2000. With incidents
such as this, the victims are
suffering a genuine physiological
response. Their symptoms are real.
It’s just that what’s causing them
isn’t a chemical or a disease. The
cause is seeing everyone else get
sick, then seeing the emergency
response teams rushing through the
location, then media attention
spreading the story.

It’s referred to as Epidemic
Hysteria, Mass Psychogenic Illness
or Mass Sociogenic illness
(popularly
Mass
Hysteria).
Symptoms can mimic panic attacks
and generally include nausea,
vomiting, dizziness, headache and
hyperventilation. The incidents
come on very suddenly, and usually
resolve themselves within an hour
or two. It can impact large numbers
of people very quickly.
During the anthrax scares right
after 9/11, there were incidents at
post offices where employees
became sick after handling
suspicious packages, and then,
there were the Gulf War cases. It is
probably far more common than
commonly thought, just not
recognized or documented.
Because the only way to make a
definitive diagnosis of Mass
Sociogenic Illness is to exclude all
other causes, responders must
investigate the incident, which
usually makes the situation worse.
Firefighters and police running
around in gas masks serves to
increase the “victim” count.
How do we as DMATers respond?
We must treat the symptoms as
real. It is a true physiological
response. They are not faking it.
Try to calm people down, help
them to feel safe and to feel that
they are being taken care of. The
placebo effect can be as real as the
illness. First responders need to
treat the symptoms as real and be
sympathetic, even when it is
suspected to be mass hysteria.
Never suggest that people are
reacting to a psychological
stimulus, and that they will be all
right as soon as they calm down.
People simply do not like being
told that their symptoms are all in
their heads. Normal, balanced
people do not like to be labeled as
having a psychiatric disease and
will not respond positively to this
suggestion.
The
irony:
schizophrenia and bipolar disorders
tend not to fall prey to Mass
Psychogenic Illness.

For certain types of disasters that
we may deploy to, it might be wise
to keep in the back of our heads the
possibility that some degree of
Mass Sociogenic Illness may
present, and possibly take a few
additional measures to address that
need.
Think smart and stay safe, Walt.
[This piece is based mostly on an
article by Anne Louise Bannon in
the August, 2006 issue of
Homeland Protection Professional.]

Walt posing with an engine in
Muenster, Germany
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2007 Regular Member Annual Dues Statement
Covers Period from January 1, 2007 through December 31, 2007
Name: _________________________________ Email: _____________________________________
Regular Member Dues if paid by January 1, 2007 = $25.00

$25.00

Late fee if paid between January 1 and January 31, 2007 = add $5.00

$_________

Late fee if paid between February 1 and February 28, 2007 = add $10.00

$_________

Late fee if paid after February 28, 2007 = add $15.00

$_________

If dues in arrears for 2006 = $40.00 per overdue year

$_________

Tax-deductible Voluntary Donation to SFBAY DMAT (not required)

$_________

TOTAL AMOUNT:

$_________

 Check #: _______
 Visa / MasterCard (circle one) #:______________________ Exp. Date: ________

Signature: ______________________ Date: ________
Members will receive the San Francisco Bay Area Disaster Medical Assistance Team monthly newsletter and receipt of email
related to disaster medicine, field deployments and other activities of the team. Email addresses and all other member
information are kept confidential. No mailing lists are ever sold to third parties. Information may be shared with NDMS, the
State of California EMS Authority, the California Department of Motor Vehicles, law enforcement, and/or the SFBAY DMAT
insurance agencies as needed for documentation of certification, licensure, background suitability, and ability to be deployed.
Dues are not required for participation and membership in the federal entity DHS/FEMA/NDMS/DMAT CA-6. Dues are
required for participation and membership in the non-profit entity San Francisco Bay Area Disaster Medical Assistance Team
and its non-profit activities.
Payment may be made by check, money order, Visa or MasterCard in US funds only. Checks should be made out to ‘SFBAY
DMAT’ and mailed to the DMAT office address listed above. There has been no increase in dues for the current year. Late
fees are added for those paying dues late to encourage members to pay at the beginning of the year and to save the additional
effort and cost of issuing further reminders.
The San Francisco Bay Area Disaster Medical Assistance Team is a 501(c)3 corporation, and is registered in the State of
California as a non-profit public benefit corporation. Donations are deductible to the fullest extent of the law. Donations over
$100.00 will be acknowledged by a receipt. All other donations will be acknowledged by receipt if requested. Copies of the
Financial Statement for the latest filed year are available upon request.

DWW: Doctors Without Walls
Street/Field Medicine Conference
Wilderness/ Pre-hospital /Disaster/ Care for the Homeless
Welcome Reception: Friday November 10 2006 6pm

Training Course:
Saturday Nov. 11th 8am to Sunday Nov. 12th 6pm, 2006
El Capitan Canyon Resort (elcapitancanyon.com)
Santa Barbara, California
Sponsored by a generous grant from the Saint Francis Foundation (Santa Barbara CA)
Supported by CCRMC FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY PROGRAM (Martinez CA)
& MEDICINE INTERNATIONAL (www.medicineinternational.org)
CME/ CEU CREDITS AVAILABLE

COURSE CONTENT (including
numerous: hands-on simulations)
• Day One Saturday Nov. 11: 8a-8p
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Wilderness Medicine
Patient Assessment System
Hypothermia/Hyperthermia
Helicopter Operations
Lightning
Field Orthopedics
Allergic Reaction/anaphylaxis
Snakebite/Insect Envenomation
Travel Medicine
Search Techniques
Hands-On Simulation
SPLINTING
LITTERS/IMPROVISED STRETCHERS
PATIENT CARRIES
FIELD WOUND MANAGEMENT
FIRST AID KITS
COMUNICATION/ GPS

•

Day Two Sunday Nov. 12: 8a-6p

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intro/overview Disaster Medical Response
Mass casualty management/Incident Command
Approach to Blast/Traumatic injuries
Burns and Radiologic/Biologic/Chemical injuries
Anesthesia In Austere Conditions
Hands-On Simulation
Decontamination Strategies
Medical Improvisation
Portable Shelters/Improvised Clinics
Proper Use of Personal Protective Gear
Lecture
Intro to Street Medicine and Care for the
Homeless
Sociology of Homelessness
Unique street medicine treatments and
illnesses
Strategies for care in all circumstances

To make a reservation or for
questions contact:
Mimi Doohan MD
drmidrmi@earthlink.net
(805) 692-8494
Mark Stinson, MD- Lead Instructor
Family Med/ Emergency Med/ FEMA USAR/ International
Disaster Response/ Wilderness Med Spec

Noemi “Mimi” Doohan MD PhD
Course Coordinator
Family Med/Street Med/molecular biology

Cadre/Instructors:
-Jim Withers, MD Internal Med/
Street Medicine /Wilderness Med Spec

-Jack Ellis, MD Emergency Medicine/FEMA USAR/
Wilderness Med Spec
-Scotty McKinney, EMT-P Urban and Wildland
Firefighter/ FEMA USAR /USAR Course Director
-Herb Sigmond, MD Emergency Medicine/ FEMA
USAR/International Disaster Response
-Caroline Upton, EMT SAR spec/ Search Dog spec/
International Disaster Response/ Wilderness Instructor
Accommodations for overnight guests:
Tent cabins at El Capitan Canyon Resort
are 110$/night. For reservations contact

www.elcapitancanyon.com
MEALS: ALL MEALS will be served at El
Capitan Canyon [Cost included in course fee]
PREREQUESITES: Medical
Background encouraged
COST: $200 [Includes: ALL MEALS, Course
materials, Diploma (suitable for framing),
CME/CEU credits], 100$ to Members of DWW:
(Doctors Without Walls) and to other clinicians
caring for the homeless in Santa Barbara

